Paradise Woods
Bay Filly; Apr 07, 2014


1st dam
WILD FOREST, by Forest Wildcat. Unraced. Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 5 winners--

FOREST CHATTER (g. by Dixie Chatter). 5 wins at 4, placed at 5, 2016, $269,200, California Flag H. -R (SA, $60,000), 2nd Lennyfromalibius S. -R (SA, $20,000), 3rd Sensational Star S. -R (SA, $12,000).

Economy of Motion (f. by Pleasantly Perfect). 7 wins, 2 to 6, 2016, $100,458.

Broken Bridle (f. by Broken Vow). Winner at 2 and 3, 2016, $91,040.

Paradise Woods (f. by Union Rags). See below.

Scent of Summer (f. by Rock Hard Ten). Winner at 3 in ENG, $7,028 (USA).

2nd dam
UFORIA, by Zilzal. Unplaced in 2 starts. Half-sister to MR. GREELEY ($474,452, Lafayette S. [G3], sire), MAJESTIC LEGEND ($200,853, Week of Fame Ladies H. [L] (FG, $60,000), etc.), Talltalelady ($208,968, 2nd Alcibiades S. [G2], etc.), Warfield ($65,125, 3rd Oceanside S. -R (DMR, $9,000), sire). Dam of 4 winners--


Cat Ona High (c. by Tabasco Cat). 3 wins at 2 and 5 in ENG and HK, $132,527 (USA).

Rumblefortheroses (r. by Harlan's Holiday). Winner at 3, $19,505.

Manosh (g. by Carson City). 4 wins at 4 and 5, $16,134.

Wild Forest (f. by Forest Wildcat). See above.

3rd dam
LONG LEGEND, by Reviewer. 4 wins in 6 starts at 2 and 3 in ENG, $24,293 (USA). Half-sister to DARLING MISTY ($44,128 (USA), Prix Delahante, etc.), Legion D'Honneur ($38,141 (USA), 2nd Azalea H. (RP, $6,410), Dam of 8 winners--


BINALEGEND (f. by Binalong). 8 wins, 2 to 6, $288,245, Reluctant Guest S. [L] (AP, $37,800), Minneapolis H. (CBY, $24,000), 3rd Bryan Station S. [L] (KEE, $8,475), Allen E. Paulson H. -R (GP, $8,250). Dam of--

Smokin' Legend (g. by Smoke Glacken). 7 wins, 2 to 5, $149,664(USA), 3rd Borderland Derby [L] (SUN, $10,000), Ruidoso Thoroughbred Derby (RUI, $5,000).

Bonnano (c. by Stephen Got Even). 9 wins, 2 to 5 in PAN, 2nd Clasico Celestino Carbonell. Binavica (f. by Vicar). Winner at 2, $6,305. Dam of--

Liberty Cap (g. by Street Cry (IRE)). 9 wins, 2 to 6 in ENG and NA, $206,109 (USA), 2nd Dam That Alarm H. [L] (CRC, $14,850), 3rd Speed to Spare S. [L] (NP,
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$10,000(CAN)), Band Is Passing S. (CRC, $4,900), Primal S. (CRC, $4,850).
Queen's Court (f. by Monarchos). Unraced. Dam of--
Riverboat Queen (f. by English Channel). Winner at 3 and 4, $74,580, 3rd Tweedside S. (BEL, $9,000).
Bedazzle (f. by Dixieland Band). 4 wins at 3 and 5, $197,455. Dam of--
STREET SENSE (c. by Street Cry (IRE)). 6 wins at 2 and 3, $4,383,200, Champion 2-year-old colt in U.S., Kentucky Derby [G1] (CD, $1,450,000), Breeders' Cup Juvenile [G1] (CD, $1,080,000), Travers S. [G1] (SAR, $600,000), Jim Dandy S. [G2] (SAR, $300,000), Tampa Bay Derby [G3]-ntr, 1 1/16 miles in 1:43.11 (TAM, $180,000), etc. Sire.
Cadillac Black (f. by Majestic Light). Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of--
El Grande Seville (g. by Is It True). Winner at 2 and 4, $57,488, 3rd Canterbury Park Juvenile S. (CBY, $4,400), Winnipeg Futurity (ASD, $4,000(CAN)).
Talltalelady (f. by Naskra). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $208,968, 2nd Alcibiades S. [G2] (CBY, $4,400), Winnipeg Futurity (ASD, $4,000(CAN)).
Talltalelady (f. by Naskra). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $208,968, 2nd Alcibiades S. [G2] (CBY, $4,400), Winnipeg Futurity (ASD, $4,000(CAN)).
Henry the King (g. by Henrythenavigator). 2 wins at 2, placed at 4, 2017, $86,340, 3rd Frank Whiteley, Jr S. (LRL, $7,500).
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Little Hussy (f. by Horse Chestnut (SAF)). 2 wins at 2, $92,073, 3rd Natalma S. [G3] (WO, $19,503(CAN)). Dam of--


SPIRITED MISS (f. by Sky Mesa). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $211,484(USA), Duchess S. [L] (WO, $90,000(CAN)), 2nd Mazarine S. [L] (WO, $40,000(CAN)).

Vows Kept (f. by Broken Vow). Unraced. Dam of--

RENEWED VOWS (f. by Attila’s Storm). 6 wins at 3 and 4, placed at 5, 2016, $285,349, New Mexico Classic Cup Championship Filly S. -R (ZIA, $89,700), Peppers Pride H. -R (SUN, $51,000), New Mexico State Racing Commission H. -R (SUN, $51,000), 3rd New Mexico Breeders’ Oaks -R (SUN, $8,500).